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Comments

You've Chosen A 
Design Submission

Whole page also has so much info packed in that 
it's overwhelming to try to parse through as a 
new user, same issue with templates as 
mentioned on line 5

Submission process needs to be streamlined 
or parsed, or perhaps a Wizard should be 
developed

4 x x x x

Submit page
Whole page also has so much info packed in that 
it's overwhelming to try to parse through as a 
new user

Threadless should make submission process 
much more streamlined and less 
overwhelming to look at irt design, perhaps 
this is via a wizard, perhaps it's by "chunking" 
steps and tasks more effectively

4 x x x

Design box on submit 
page

Text doesn't specify that these templates at 
Photoshop files, not just simple JPEGs.  (You 
might need some different software)

 There should be some sort of alert via either 
text or images that these templates are in 
PSD file format. Ideally, Threadless would 
offer a "wizard" that might walk someone 
through this process right online, without 
having to download and tweak various 
templates

4 x x x

Forum/Blogs

This section is called Forum, but it's a mishmash 
of blogs, critiques, staff notes, Tee-V (videos) and 
other content that doens't necessarily seem to fit 
together or truly be a forum

This content needs an overall reorganization 
on a larger scale 4 x x x x

top L next to 
Threadless

A tab called "atrium" exists as an alternative to 
Threadless. It is confusing just what this Atrium 
might be, as real-world language leads me to 
think of an atrium as some sort of internal portion 
of an office building

Re-name "Atrium" to make purpose more clear. It seems it's supposed to be more of a collaborative product space?4 x

Design Challenges

Page tells us that there are Atrium challenges 
and Love challenges, but gives no clues as to 
what the difference is between the two. I'm 
guessing that Atrium challenges are for specific 
organizations/businesses, but that's not entirely 
clear

Clearer explanation or just merge the two 
"types" of challenges into one 3 x x x

Drop-down on R side 
of page

Show me drop-down provides SO many options, 
not alphabetized or in any other discernable 
order. Overhwhelming amount of categoires for 
users

Use less categories or organize them within sections or multi drop-downs to improve findability and navigation3 x x

Artist Programs
Page has overwhelming amount of content on it. 
Seems more fitting to a section of content than 
one page all jammed up

Perhaps have a move visual or streamlined 
way to express all of the ways in which artists 
are/can be involved on Threadless

3 x x

Score & Submit 
Slogans

Somehow repeat slogans can inadvertently get 
double-posted. (Not sure why one comes up with 
no name, too?)

I can see (tried to break it!) Threadless does 
have something that checks for duplicates, 
but it obviously is not totally working

3 x x

Design box on submit 
page

Although there are many templates listed, a few 
titles are unclear (Wall Designs? What does that 
mean?) 

Wall designs and other categories could have 
quick descriptions when you scroll over them. 3 x

Submit a Photo

In order to submit a photo, you need to have a 
code, but site doesn't tell you that up front, 
making it embarrassing and a waste of time if 
you've recived the shirt as a gift, etc

Warn about the code during the first step in the process and/or make it easier for gift recipients to retrieve codes themselves2 x x x

Lower portion of artist 
profile page

I was unable to find the Tweets. Sorry! error 
message makes it unclear if the person simply 
doesn't have Twitter linked up or if there is 
actually something broken with the Threadless 
site

Clearer message. If an artist doesn't have 
Twitter hooked up, perhaps "My Tweets" 
section should just not appear

2 x

Threadless Live

This is kind of a cool feature, but the name 
"Threadless Live" doesn't let the user know what 
they'd find here. It's updated site activity, not 
livestreaming or a show or something

Perhaps integrate TL stats into other portions 
of the site, and call it something more 
descriptive like "Threadless site activity"

2 x x

Designer Interviews
Pretty sparse section, would be best to show 
thumbnails of their designs as well as their 
headshots

Show thumbnails of at least a few of the 
artists' designs, fill out this section more if it's 
going to exisit

2 x x x

Tee-riffic Photos Search under "browse by product" seems to 
search areas beyond "product" (blog, users, etc)

restrict search or make filtering options clearer 2 x x

Typetees

Unclear what sorting by "Awesomeness" would 
mean. Is that just popularity in terms of votes, 
buys or does someone from Threadless get 
involved as a curator?

Either use a more descriptive word than 
"awesomeness" for sorting, or explain briefly 
somehow

1 x

Individual Heuristic Evaluation: Mariah Cherem
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Comments

Shop for guys Uses terms like "awesomeness" in filtering Use terms that can be understood by new 
users

4 x x x x

Contact us Clicking on "contact us" on help page lands user 
to a long category list, which is frustrating.

There should be less categories in the list 
and they can be changed to buttons in place 
of list

4 x x

Contact us

Clicking on Clicking on "contact us" and then any 
category. When user clicks on any one of 
"Popular questions" he gets incomplete answer 
and to see the full answer user has to click "See 
Complete Answer ->". If user clicks on complete 
answer link, he gets the answer on a totally new 
page and rest of the popular questions get 
disappear.

Bring up full answers of popular questions on 
the same page on a single click. 4 x x

Cart
Even when user is not logged in the cart doesn't 
alerts him to log in, it just says "Your cart is 
empty"

Inform user to log in to see his cart 3 x

Power score Different E-mail-me section and the pictures 
overlap on the navigation

Use the same language and the placement 
of images should not overlap with other 
sections

3 x x x

Shop for guys Two collections can not be seen together so can 
not compare

Allow users to see more than one product at 
a time so that they can compare them

3 x

Anywhere on the site
Clicking on "contact us" lands the user to "help" 
page and then there is another link for "contact 
us" page

Contact us page should directly be linked to 
"contact us" labels, where ever they are in 
the system

2 x x x

The pictures overlap 
onto the text

Pictures in comments are not consistent. Resize all the content before posting to the 
available size

2 x x

Design challenge

When user brows through design challenges he 
finds some landing pages doesn't have 
conventional top navigation menu on them as it 
keeps switching between Atrium and Threadless.

Provide consistency in designing the landing 
pages for all design challenges 2 x x

Threadless Live Designs are shown on "Threadless live" by some 
random irrelevant thumbnails

Provide a relevant thumbnail of the design 
itself on this page

2 x

Score design a 
particular design

if you are not logged in and if you select the 
check box for "Email me if
this gets made!" it doesn't ask for user's email.

If a user is not logged in and still he wants to 
be notified then ask for his e-mail or at least 
inform him that in order to use this feature 
user should logged in

2 x x

The address bar in URL tab 'everything' is in "/blogs" and then 
next tab 'blog' is in "blogs/blogs"

Give different names to these 2 folders 1 x x

Design Submissions

This page has totally different theme and has a 
link with confusing name "Design submissions" 
on the home page at the bottom. It talks about 
feed burner and current feed content.

Give a relevant name to this page 1 x

Individual Heuristic Evaluation: Anand Geetey
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Comments

Score Designs 
(Unauthenticated 
user -> authenticating 
in process of voting)

If you log in to vote on a score (after trying to vote 
as an unauthenticated user) you will find yourself 
back on the home page.

After user authenticates they should be 
returned to the exact page they were at 
before attempting an action requiring 
authentication

4 x x x

My Watched Designs

Error Message after following link (if no designs 
are being watched) makes it unclear as to where 
you have landed, why you are there, and what 
went wrong.

Error messages should be made more clear and concise and should include reasons why the user ended up there, as well as how to fix whatever caused the error4 x x x x

Score Designs 
(Voting proess)

Voting in order to show you the average score 
takes you to the next page - no chance to see the 
design's score. This fails to map to user 
expectations

The user should not be forced to the next 
design after voting. Rather, the score should 
be displayed, with a prominent button 
prompting them to move to the next design

4 x x x

Beta Homepage - 
Make

The consistently re-sizing rollovers are 
disorienting and make it hard to read the links on 
the website.

4 x x x x x

Score and submit t-
shirt slogans

It's not set up in the same format as design 
scoring OR shopping (confusing); users are 
unable to scroll through and see more slogans 
than the initial 7 without voting on the slogans, 
which is not initially clear.

Maintain a consistent website layout through 
the website and more specifically, allow for 
pagination through slogans

4 x x x Inconsistent across site - 
confusing to the user.

Forum Purpose of tabs and filter links very unclear since 
both are, in fact, filter options! 3 x x x x x x

StreetTeam

This is an advertisement for Tee-riffic section. 
...Redundant, confusing as it makes it feel as 
though there are 2 places for submitting photos, 
except you have no link to the submission page.

Remove this page or give it unique content. 3 x x x x

Score Designs

Users are allowed extensive html/js control over 
the page where their designs are posted -leading 
to bad hoverscript, etc. and inconsistent 
behaviors

Remove users' abilities to alter 
HTML/Javascript on design pages. It does 
not improve the quality or experience of the 
website.

3 x x x x

This particular hack was 
just poorly rendered, but 
presumably leads to lots 
of inconsistencies and 
lack of the voting user's 
control.

Artist Interviews

Entitled Artist interviews, appears to be a page 
actually showcasing blog entries - further 
exploration reveals it mostly contains submitted 
designs. Users are tricked into clicking on 
product pages.

If there are no actual interviews, clarify; 
otherwise change the links to make it clear 
where the interviews are.

3 x x x x

User Profile (has 
submitted a design)

The use of first person (I, I, My, My) referring to 
the user when a different user is looking at it is 
confusing... particularly when the caption at the 
bottom (which uses the word You) is geared 
towards the viewer, and not the owner of the 
profile

Change the grammar on the page such that use of I, my, my should always refer to the user viewing or logged in to the page. Other viewers should see third person pronouns.3 x x x

TV Unclear how this benefits community 3

Slogans I'd Wear

Unlike other places in the site, going to this URL 
without having voted positively on any slogans 
leaves a blank frame - instead of an error 
message or prompt to go vote on slogans to 
wear.

Include an error message here. 2 x x x x x

My Submissions

Unlike other places in the site, going to this URL 
without having voted positively on any slogans 
leaves a blank frame - instead of an error 
message or prompt to go vote on slogans to 
wear.

Include an error message here. 2 x x x x

Forum Forum posts apparently include accepted 
designs (automatically generated by system)

Remove autogenerated forum posts. 2 x x x

Participate Menu Bar
Clicking on participate OR score designs causes 
the page to reload at the same place - confusing 
the user

This extra landing page ought to be removed. 2 x
This is a minor irritant, 
but kind of ridiculous 
none the less.

Forum
tee-v section in the forum and TV section outside 
of forum are apparently the same content, just 
spelled differently.

Make spelling and references to the TV section identical2 x x x

Artist Programs

Almost everything on this site is featured 
elsewhere on the site in its own section. 
Redundant material that does not add additional 
benefit to the user. Also, layout is inconsistent 
between this and the community areas and the 
awards section.

Keep a consistent design layout on different pages of the website2 x x x

Beta Shop
Redundancy - three ways to see the shopping 
categories on this page (top nav, center nav, 
bottom nav.)

2 x x

Tee-riffic Photos
Users are required to only submit photos of 
themselves but as seen by user dogura, this is 
not enforced.

2 x

Design Challenges Clicking on the name of the challenge OR learn 
more leads to the same location 2 x x

Critique Submission 
(Tab Name)

The name of the tab to submit a critique is the 
same as to submit a design - confusing and 
misleading, as no money can be obtained from a 
critique!

Fix title heading of the document 1 x x

My Watched Designs Bizarre title on top of page changes each time it 
loads - not appropriate to context.

Change taglines to be contextually-
appropriate for the pages they are on. 1 x

Bestee Awards

Confusing - mismatch between Official Rules 
categories and those described on the blurb on 
this page. (In TOS, no mention of monthly 
awards)

clarify Official rules to match description on 
page 1 x x

Design Challenges Redundant to have menu on sidebar and in 
dropdown format - especially so close together remove sidebar 1 x

Submit Photo Good, clear error message when you hit upload 
without actually selecting a file to upload. 0

Individual Heuristic Evaluation: Shelle Hyde



Threadless live Clear, easy to understand activity summary page. 0

Beta Homepage - 
Pick - Bestee

Lack of error message here when page fails to 
load (different from error messages for non-
existent sites as found earlier)

x

Threadless 
Participate

I note that the only help documentation is not 
found in this section or the community section - 
it's hidden under a dropdown menu in Info.

Put a link on bottom nav to FAQ x

Beta Forum Redundant navigation - both as tabs and as large 
sections on the page. No need for both.

Individual Heuristic Evaluation: Shelle Hyde
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Comments
Score a Design - 
Already Completed 
Shirt - Design Page

Not clear how to purchase shirt - purchasing and 
scoring is not integrated together.

The link to the purchase page should be more clearly marked and/or integrated with the score design page.4 x x

Forum Not all of the items listed in the forum section are 
actually "forum" items.

Reconsider what should be a forum item and 
what should not be. 4 x x

This, I think would be a 
major issue for the 
participation section.

T-shirt Gallery - 
browse by design

Browse by Design is very difficult - not clear how 
the designs are organized (or if they are at all)

Designs should be in some kind of visible 
order and/or filterable. 4 x x

T-shirt Gallery - 
browse by design

The "Top Ten Photos" area is deceptive.  Clicking 
on the design TITLE takes you to the purchase 
page and not a listing of the t-shirt photos that 
are under that design.  However, clicking on the 
image or the number does take you to a listing of 
the pictures under that design.

As a quick fix, all of these links should take 
the user directly to a listing of the photos with 
that particular design.  As a bigger issue, the 
page needs to be more integrated with the 
actual design pages.

4 x x

T-shirt Gallery - 
Search

There are two search areas on the t-shirt page.  
This is confusing for the user and unnecessary. Remove the second search area. 4 x

Submit a Photo
In the directions, it does not mention that the user 
must have purchased the t-shirt or have the order 
number in order to have the picture uploaded.

Make this requirement clear in the 
instructions 4 x

Forum - Critique 
Design

The active area for the threadless logo overlaps 
with the top version number on the screen, which 
sends the user to the homepage instead of 
viewing the first design.

Move the content down so the active areas 
don't overlap 4 x

Threadless Live

The "Live" section of the site, which shows how 
active the community is, is relegated to the 
bottom of the participate section and is most 
likely not often viewed by users.

Elements of this page should be sprinkled 
throughout the site.  Relegating the live 
section into an aggregate page and placing it 
in the bottom of the participate section does 
not help with its visibility.

4 x

Not quite sure where this 
one should go.  It's 
basically a strategy 
issue.

Quick Score
User can physically vote and interact with the 
voting page overlay without logging in - but it 
does not actually register with the site.

Provide a pop up or error message notifying 
the user that they must first log in to vote. 3 x x x

PowerScore Average Score is difficult to see and not in the 
place a user would expect on the sidebar area.

Suggest redesigning the sidebar area to 
make it clear where the aggregate score of 
designs appears.  May want to take away the 
"average score" section.

3 x x

Threadless Live
My personal stats (re: the number of items I've 
scored) does not make since if I haven't logged 
in.

Section should note that I am not signed in, 
so I can't see the number of designs I've 
scored.

3 x x

Regular Score Page
User is NOT prompted to log in when they ask to 
be notified by email if a design is printed.  *same 
for the "watch this" button.

Use the same log-in popup prompt that is 
available when a user attempts to vote 
without logging in.

3 x

Score a Design
System still shows "quick score" and allows for 
pop-up when the shirt has already been 
printed/closed scoring.

Disable quick score on items that are no 
longer able to be scored. 3 x

Score & Submit 
Slogans - "Slogans 
I'd wear"

What should be a listing of slogans chosen as 
favorites, becomes a quick scoring area when 
nothing is in that section.

If the quick scoring of the slogans is necessary in this section, the fact that they have not been chosen by the user for the section should be noticeable by either a box or some type of segmentation.3 x x

Threadless Live Join the party is jargon here that would not make 
sense to most users.

Should use more consistent language, such 
as "log in". 3 x x

Submit a Design Description does not indicate what "Loves 
design" means.

Should link to page 
"http://www.threadless.com/loves" 3 x

Score Designs 
Landing Page - 
Search Box

Search requires that at least one option be 
checked under "show me" and defaults to "in the 
running" if none are selected.

Suggest the use of filters, which can be 
added or removed.  The dafault - if nothing 
else is selected, should be everything.

3 x x

Score & Submit 
Slogans - Voting 
Buttons

Clicking on the voting buttons when not signed in 
sends the user to a login page instead of 
providing the pop-up log in

Suggest using the pop-up overlay for logging 
in, for ease of use and consistency. 3 x x

Regular Score Page/ 
Log in page

User is sent to a different log in page (instead of 
an overlay) when logging in for comments.

Use the same log-in popup prompt that is 
available when a user attempts to vote 
without logging in.

3 x

Score a Design - 
Quick Score - already 
completed shirt

Quick score page for already completed shirts is 
missing information such as the author name, 
comments, and average score, etc.

Quick score page should have the exact 
same information as the full page. 3 x

Score & Submit 
Slogans - submitted 
slogan

Hide my slogan is not a clear direction for the 
link.

Suggest renaming this option as "delete my slogan" or "hide from public view", depending on what the purpose of the action is.2 x x

Regular Score Page

Comment thread note "2 days later" does not 
make much sense in the context of the 
comments, especially when used twice close 
together. 

Using a count down until the end of the 
voting or a zero point for noting the time 
differences in the comment thread would be 
more helpful.

2 x

Submit a Design Error messages don't appear next to the the item 
where the problem occurs.

Suggest placing error messages next to area 
where error occurs instead of above entire 
form.

2 x

Score & Submit 
Slogans - Permalink

Permalink link is somewhat disorienting for the 
user and may cause the user to lose their place 
on the screen.

Suggest either using a pop-up overlay or some other method that does not cause the entire page to refresh.2 x x x

Quick Score Use of Non-standard overlay closing option use a red x in the corner and allow a user to click outside of the region to close the overlay2 x x
PowerScore Email Me section is different on the power score. Suggest keeping a consistent interface across the different page types.2 x

The Alumni Club
Use of 'lavender' color as an acknowledgement 
of being within the "alumni club" conflicts with the 
"already visited" color of links.

Choose a different color or aesthetic to 
differentiate users who are a part of the 
"alumni club".

2 x

Profile Page - 
Designer

The shield icon for the alumni club is not 
immediately understandable for users.

Suggest putting a banner with "Alumni Club" on the icon to help users understand what it is, or use a different icon to make the purpose more easily understood.2 x x

Score & Submit 
Slogans - submitted 
slogan

Submitted slogan shows up twice.
Suggest demarcating the shareable slogan 
through a colored box or similar 
differentiating area.

2 x

Regular Score Page User is prompted to log in when they attempt to 
score a design on the actual design voting page. 0 x x x

Individual Heuristic Evaluation: Jeannette Schroeder



Submit a Critique
The site does a good job of telling users exactly 
what they will need to do without having to go 
through a ton of hoops for submission.

0 x x

Regular Score Page
This is my design! note next to the designer's 
name in the comment thread provides important 
status information to user community.

0 x

Regular Score Page User is notified that they cannot comment without 
signing in. 0 x

Score & Submit 
Slogans Good directions and log-in action. 0

Individual Heuristic Evaluation: Jeannette Schroeder
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Comments
Positive Findings (No Action Required)

Submit a Critique
The site does a good job of telling users exactly 
what they will need to do without having to go 
through a ton of hoops for submission.

0 x x

Regular Score Page User is prompted to log in when they attempt to 
score a design on the actual design voting page. 0 x x x

Regular Score Page User is notified that they cannot comment without 
signing in. 0 x

Regular Score Page
"This is my design!" note next to the designer's 
name in the comment thread provides important 
status information to user community.

0 x

Submit Photo Good, clear error message when you hit upload 
without actually selecting a file to upload. 0

Threadless live Clear, easy to understand activity summary page. 0

Score & Submit 
Slogans Good directions and log-in action. 0

Critical Problems

My Watched Designs

Error Message after following link (if no designs 
are being watched) makes it unclear as to where 
you have landed, why you are there, and what 
went wrong.

Error messages should be made more clear and concise and should include reasons why the user ended up there, as well as how to fix whatever caused the error4 x x x x

Score Designs 
(Voting proess)

Voting in order to show you the average score 
takes you to the next page - no chance to see the 
design's score. This fails to map to user 
expectations

The user should not be forced to the next 
design after voting. Rather, the score should 
be displayed, with a prominent button 
prompting them to move to the next design

4 x x x

You've Chosen A 
Design Submission

Whole page also has so much info packed in that 
it's overwhelming to try to parse through as a 
new user, same issue with templates as 
mentioned on line 5

Submission process needs to be streamlined 
or parsed, or perhaps a Wizard should be 
developed

4 x x x x

Submit page
Whole page also has so much info packed in that 
it's overwhelming to try to parse through as a 
new user

Threadless should make submission process 
much more streamlined and less 
overwhelming to look at shirt design, perhaps 
this is via a wizard, perhaps it's by "chunking" 
steps and tasks more effectively

4 x x x

Forum

Not all of the items listed in the forum section are 
actually "forum" items. Mishmash of blogs, 
critiques, staff notes, Tee-V (videos) and other 
content that doesn't necessarily seem to fit 
together or truly be a forum, Forum posts 
apparently include accepted designs 
(automatically generated by system)

Reconsider what should be a forum item and what should not be. Reorganize content on a larger scale4 x x x x x Found by three team 
members

"Design" box on 
submit page

Text doesn't specify that these templates are 
Photoshop files, not just simple JPEGs.  (You 
might need some different software)

 There should be some sort of alert via either text or images that these templates are in PSD file format. Ideally, Threadless could offer a "wizard" that might walk someone through this process online, without having to download and tweak various templates4 x x x

T-shirt Gallery - 
browse by design

The "Top Ten Photos" area is deceptive.  Clicking 
on the design TITLE takes you to the purchase 
page and not a listing of the t-shirt photos that 
are under that design.  However, clicking on the 
image or the number does take you to a listing of 
the pictures under that design.

As a quick fix, all of these links should take 
the user directly to a listing of the photos with 
that particular design.  As a bigger issue, the 
page needs to be more integrated with the 
actual design pages.

4 x x

Threadless Live

The "Live" section of the site, which shows how 
active the community is, is relegated to the 
bottom of the participate section and is most 
likely not often viewed by users. This is kind of a 
cool feature, but the name "Threadless Live" 
doesn't let the user know what they'd find here. 
It's updated site activity, not livestreaming or a 
show or something

Elements of this page should be sprinkled 
throughout the site.  Perhaps call it 
something more descriptive like "Threadless 
site activity".  Relegating the live section into 
an aggregate page and placing it in the 
bottom of the participate section does not 
help with its visibility.

4 x x x Found by two team 
members

Score a Design - 
Already Completed 
Shirt - Design Page

Not clear how to purchase shirt - purchasing and 
scoring is not integrated together.

The link to the purchase page should be more clearly marked and/or integrated with the score design page.4 x x

Score and submit t-
shirt slogans

It's not set up in the same format as design 
scoring OR shopping (confusing); users are 
unable to scroll through and see more slogans 
than the initial 7 without voting on the slogans, 
which is not initially clear.

Maintain a consistent website layout through 
the website and more specifically, allow for 
pagination through slogans

4 x x x

Score Designs 
(Unauthenticated 
user -> authenticating 
in process of voting)

If you log in to vote on a score (after trying to vote 
as an unauthenticated user) you will find yourself 
back on the home page.

After user authenticates they should be returned to the exact page they were at before attempting an action requiring authentication4 x x x

Submit a Photo
In the directions, it does not mention that the user 
must have purchased the t-shirt or have the order 
number in order to have the picture uploaded.

Make this requirement clear in the instructions, Warn about the code during the first step in the process and/or make it easier for gift recipients to retrieve codes themselves4 x x Found by two team 
members

Forum - Critique 
Design

The active area for the Threadless logo overlaps 
with the top version number on the screen, which 
sends the user to the homepage instead of 
viewing the first design.

Move the content down so the active areas 
don't overlap 4 x

T-shirt Gallery - 
Search

There are two search areas on the t-shirt page.  
This is confusing for the user and unnecessary. Remove the second search area. 4 x

top L next to 
Threadless

A tab called "atrium" exists as an alternative to 
Threadless. It is confusing just what this Atrium 
might be, as real-world language leads me to 
think of an atrium as some sort of internal portion 
of an office building

Re-name "Atrium" to make purpose more 
clear. It seems it's supposed to be more of a 
collaborative product space?

4 x

Threadless 
Participate

The only help documentation is not found in this 
section or the community section - it's hidden 
under a dropdown menu in Info.

Put a link on bottom nav to FAQ 4 x



Middle-Importance Problems

Score Designs

Users are allowed extensive html/js control over 
the page where their designs are posted -leading 
to bad hoverscript, etc. and inconsistent 
behaviors

3 x x x x

Artist Interviews

Entitled Artist interviews, appears to be a page 
actually showcasing blog entries - further 
exploration reveals it mostly contains submitted 
designs. Users are tricked into clicking on 
product pages.

If there are no actual interviews, clarify; 
otherwise change the links to make it clear 
where the interviews are.

3 x x x x

Artist Programs
Page has overwhelming amount of content on it. 
Seems more fitting to a section of content than 
one page all jammed up

Perhaps have a more visual or streamlined way to express all of the ways in which artists are/can be involved on Threadless3 x x

StreetTeam

This is an advertisement for Tee-riffic section. 
...Redundant, confusing as it makes it feel as 
though there are 2 places for submitting photos, 
except you have no link to the submission page.

Remove this page or give it unique content. 3 x x x x

Forum Purpose of tabs and filter links very unclear since 
both are, in fact, filter options! 3 x x x x x x

Drop-down on R side 
of page

"Show me" drop-down provides SO many 
options, not alphabetized or in any other 
discernable order. Overwhelming amount of 
categoires for users. Not clear how the designs 
are organized (or if they are at all).

Use less categories or organize them within 
sections or multi drop-downs. Designs should 
be in some kind of visible order and/or 
filterable to improve findability and navigation

3 x x x Found by two team 
members

User Profile (has 
submitted a design)

The use of first person (I, I, My, My) referring to 
the user when a different user is looking at it is 
confusing... particularly when the caption at the 
bottom (which uses the word You) is geared 
towards the viewer, and not the owner of the 
profile

Change the grammar on the page such that 
use of I, my, my should always refer to the 
user viewing or logged in to the page. Other 
viewers should see third person pronouns.

3 x x x

Score & Submit 
Slogans - Voting 
Buttons

Clicking on the voting buttons when not signed in 
sends the user to a login page instead of 
providing the pop-up log in

Suggest using the pop-up overlay for logging 
in, for ease of use and consistency. 3 x x

Design Challenges

Page tells us that there are Atrium challenges 
and Love challenges, but gives no clues as to 
what the difference is between the two. I'm 
guessing that Atrium challenges are for specific 
organizations/businesses, but that's not entirely 
clear

Clearer explanation or just merge the two 
"types" of challenges into one 3 x x x

Threadless Live
My personal stats (re: the number of items I've 
scored) does not make since if I haven't logged 
in.

Section should note that I am not signed in, 
so I can't see the number of designs I've 
scored.

3 x x

Quick Score
User can physically vote and interact with the 
voting page overlay without logging in - but it 
does not actually register with the site.

Provide a pop up or error message notifying 
the user that they must first log in to vote. 3 x x x

Score Designs 
Landing Page - 
Search Box

Search requires that at least one option be 
checked under "show me" and defaults to "in the 
running" if none are selected.

Suggest the use of filters, which can be added or removed.  The dafault - if nothing else is selected, should be everything.3 x x

"Design" box on 
submit page

Although there are many templates listed, a few 
titles are unclear (Wall Designs? What does that 
mean?) 

"Wall designs" and other categories could 
have quick descriptions when you scroll over 
them.

3 x

Score & Submit 
Slogans - "Slogans 
I'd wear"

What should be a listing of slogans chosen as 
favorites, becomes a quick scoring area when 
nothing is in that section.

If the quick scoring of the slogans is necessary in this section, the fact that they have not been chosen by the user for the section should be noticeable by either a box or some type of segmentation.3 x x

Threadless Live "Join the party" is jargon here that would not 
make sense to most users.

Should use more consistent language, such as "log in".3 x x

PowerScore Average Score is difficult to see and not in the 
place a user would expect on the sidebar area.

Suggest redesigning the sidebar area to 
make it clear where the aggregate score of 
designs appears.  May want to take away the 
"average score" section.

3 x x

Score a Design - 
Quick Score - already 
completed shirt

Quick score page for already completed designs 
is missing information such as the author name, 
comments, and average score, etc.

Quick score page should have the exact 
same information as the full page. 3 x

Regular Score Page/ 
Log in page

User is sent to a different log in page (instead of 
an overlay) when logging in for comments.

Use the same log-in popup prompt that is 
available when a user attempts to vote 
without logging in.

3 x

Submit a Design Description does not indicate what "Loves 
design" means.

Should link to page 
"http://www.threadless.com/loves" 3 x

Score a Design
System still shows "quick score" and allows for 
pop-up when the shirt has already been 
printed/closed scoring.

Disable quick score on items that are no longer able to be scored.3 x

Regular Score Page
User is NOT prompted to log in when they ask to 
be notified by email if a design is printed.  *same 
for the "watch this" button.

Use the same log-in popup prompt that is 
available when a user attempts to vote 
without logging in.

3 x

Least Important Problems

Slogans I'd Wear

Unlike other places in the site, going to this URL 
without having voted positively on any slogans 
leaves a blank frame - instead of an error 
message or prompt to go vote on slogans to 
wear.

2 x x x x x

Design Challenges Clicking on the name of the challenge OR learn 
more leads to the same location 2 x x

Profile Page - 
Designer

The shield icon for the alumni club is not 
immediately understandable for users.

Suggest putting a banner with "Alumni Club" 
on the icon to help users understand what it 
is, or use a different icon to make the 
purpose more easily understood.

2 x x

Score & Submit 
Slogans - submitted 
slogan

Submitted slogan shows up twice, Somehow 
repeat slogans can inadvertently get double-
posted. (Not sure why one comes up with no 
name, too?)

I can see (tried to break it!) Threadless does 
have something that checks for duplicates, 
but it obviously is not totally working, Suggest 
demarcating the shareable slogan through a 
colored box or similar differentiating area.

2 x x x Found by two team 
members

The pictures overlap 
onto the text Pictures in comments are not consistent. Resize all the content before posting to the 

available size 2 x x



Score & Submit 
Slogans - Permalink

"Permalink" link is somewhat disorienting for the 
user and may cause the user to lose their place 
on the screen.

Suggest either using a pop-up overlay or 
some other method that does not cause the 
entire page to refresh.

2 x x x

Artist Programs

Almost everything on this site is featured 
elsewhere on the site in its own section. 
Redundant material that does not add additional 
benefit to the user. Also, layout is inconsistent 
between this and the community areas and the 
awards section.

Keep a consistent design layout on different 
pages of the website 2 x x x

Forum

tee-v section in the forum and TV section outside 
of forum are apparently the same content, just 
spelled differently. Unclear how this benefits 
community

2 x x x Found by two team 
members

Quick Score Use of Non-standard overlay closing option use a red x in the corner and allow a user to 
click outside of the region to close the overlay 2 x x

My Submissions

Unlike other places in the site, going to this URL 
without having voted positively on any slogans 
leaves a blank frame - instead of an error 
message or prompt to go vote on slogans to 
wear.

2 x x x x

Score & Submit 
Slogans - submitted 
slogan

"Hide my slogan" is not a clear direction for the 
link.

Suggest renaming this option as "delete my 
slogan" or "hide from public view", depending 
on what the purpose of the action is.

2 x x

Tee-riffic Photos
Users are required to only submit photos of 
themselves but as seen by user dogura, this is 
not enforced.

2 x

Tee-riffic Photos Search under "browse by product" seems to 
search areas beyond "product" (blog, users, etc)

restrict search or make filtering options 
clearer 2 x x

PowerScore "Email Me" section is different on the power 
score.

Suggest keeping a consistent interface 
across the different page types. 2 x

The Alumni Club
Use of 'lavender' color as an acknowledgement 
of being within the "alumni club" conflicts with the 
"already visited" color of links.

Choose a different color or aesthetic to 
differentiate users who are a part of the 
"alumni club".

2 x

Submit a Design Error messages don't appear next to the the item 
where the problem occurs.

Suggest placing error messages next to area where error occurs instead of above entire form.2 x

Regular Score Page

Comment thread note "2 days later" does not 
make much sense in the context of the 
comments, especially when used twice close 
together. 

Using a count down until the end of the 
voting or a zero point for noting the time 
differences in the comment thread would be 
more helpful.

2 x

Lower portion of artist 
profile page

"I was unable to find the Tweets. Sorry!" error 
message makes it unclear if the person simply 
doesn't have Twitter linked up or if there is 
actually something broken with the Threadless 
site

Clearer message. If an artist doesn't have 
Twitter hooked up, perhaps "My Tweets" 
section should just not appear

2 x

Participate Menu Bar
Clicking on participate OR score designs causes 
the page to reload at the same place - confusing 
the user

2 x

The address bar Tab 'everything' is in blogs and then next tab 
'blog' is under blogs/blogs Give different names to these 2 folders 1 x x

Design Challenges Redundant to have menu on sidebar and in 
dropdown format - especially so close together

remove sidebar 1 x

Bestee Awards

Confusing - mismatch between Official Rules 
categories and those described on the blurb on 
this page. (In TOS, no mention of monthly 
awards)

clarify Official rules to match description on 
page 1 x x

Critique Submission 
(Tab Name)

The name of the tab to submit a critique is the 
same as to submit a design - confusing and 
misleading, as no money can be obtained from a 
critique!

1 x x

Typetees

Unclear what sorting by "Awesomeness" would 
mean. Is that just popularity in terms of votes, 
buys or does someone from Threadless get 
involved as a curator?

Either use a more descriptive word than "awesomeness" for sorting, or explain briefly somehow1 x

My Watched Designs Bizarre title on top of page changes each time it 
loads - not appropriate to context. 1 x


